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but it is not just the hockey players whose life could be at stake at every game. our footballers can also be
replaced with real humans. its their teammates. our politicians can be replaced with real politicians. its our family

and friends and everyone we love. its our city, our country or our own self. its everyone. its the team. and the team
always wins. you can see this particular scrum team in this movie is having troubles to keep an eye on their sprint

goal. every day its a hustle. every day you and your team have to keep moving. whenever you slow down, it
increases the risk of losing the sprint goal. that moment is not so far away. you see this girl playing the piano. she

has a feeling that her mother cant live long anymore. so, she wants to play the piano. everynight at night after
taking care of her mother she sits at the piano and feels good. its just for a few mins. the clock is ticking. now she
knows that she must keep playing even when her mother is gone. the more players on the pitch, the more difficult

it gets to decide what strategy to adopt for each challenge. confronted with how to bring in more human
diversions, the team decides to make the most of the situation. a lorry driver is ordered to drive slowly through the
defence line and get past the defenders. a trucking company is approached and asked to offer similar services for
a fee. as a result, what was meant to be a 10-minute diversion develops into a bigger deal than any of them had

bargained for. the second half changes all the dynamics. the players work to make sure that the ball doesnt go into
the net, they work to ensure that they dont make mistakes, they work to win. they dont allow any distractions.
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so, we need to start small. like the farmers of chak de india village. they could not change the village. but they
changed the lives of their families in the village. we can not change india. but we can change the way we are
run, with in the village itself. the farming community cannot change the country. but the farmers can change
the country through the agricultural activities. the women can not change the village. but the women, not the
men, can change the lives of other women in the village. this is the only village where such a dramatic change

is going to take place. we have to begin with the country. we have to start from village, then from district,
then from state and then at the centre, at the centre, at the centre of india. and the heart of the problem is

this country. and that starts with the village. mayank this is the best way, that we can give our lives. the silver
lining in the storm clouds is that we are discovering that we were wrong about many things. we were wrong

about the people of the village, the only place where we can find the identity. we were wrong about the
boundaries of our village. we were wrong about the boundaries of our country. we were wrong about the rights

of the people. we were wrong about our communal status. and we were wrong about our caste status. we
were wrong about our cultures. we were wrong about what we were. we were wrong about what we could be.
this way of thinking is wrong. everyone has a responsibility to change the country, which he or she lives in. if
we could not change our village, if we could not change our country, we could at least not be wrong about our

selves, our languages, our faith and our community. and we could not be wrong about our future in our
lifetime. 5ec8ef588b
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